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Abstract

Improvement of the performance of titanium oxide (TiO$_2$)–carbon supercapacitor was studied by fabricating a double-layer electrode composite consisting of (TiO$_2$), activated carbon (AC), and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). A thin layer of TiO$_2$/CNT/AC electrode was coated on an aluminum foil substrate through the addition of a polyvinylidene fluoride adhesive of around 15% of the total weight of the composite. The resultant layer was then made into a double layer, and its conductivity and capacitance were measured using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Results showed that the supercapacitor performance improved with the addition of CNTs. The highest performance was obtained with a composition of 23.3% TiO$_2$, 21.0% CNT, and 4.0% AC with a $1.29 \times 10^{-2}$ S/m conductivity and 5.56 F/g capacitance (C) at a frequency of 0.1 Hz.
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Introduction

Electrical energy has become a basic human need, and many people take advantage of electronic equipment to support their activities. Technological development enables electronic devices to be easily adapted to human needs. Electronics devices are now portable without compromising their functionality. One drawback of their small shape is the reduced amount of electrical storage. Therefore, the development of high-performance energy storage devices is urgent.

Electrical energy can be stored either in batteries or in capacitors. Batteries are the better option because they store a greater amount of energy than capacitors. Nevertheless, capacitors also have advantages, such as faster charging rate, shorter discharge time (0.3-30 seconds), and accommodation of greater power of more
than 1000 W/kg, thus making them a good alternative to batteries [1]. Capacitors with a large life cycle capability are also an attractive option as they last longer than batteries; batteries last 3-7 years, whereas supercapacitors can last up to 20 years [2].

The performance of supercapacitors is determined by the structural and electrochemical properties of the electrode [3]. These properties are evident in electrochemical capacitors, both in the pseudocapacitor and the electric double-layer capacitor types. The performance of electrochemical capacitors can be improved by applying metal oxides in the electrode. The application of ruthenium oxide (RuO2) provides high specific capacitance and power, but RuO2 is costly and toxic [4]. Therefore, many research groups focused on the other various metal oxides to replace RuO2 using ZnO [5,6], nickel oxide [7,8], cobalt oxide [9], or manganese oxide supercapacitors [10]. All of these metal oxides are inexpensive and exhibit pseudo capacitive behavior similar to that of RuO2. Nanostructured metal oxides, which exhibit a pseudo capacitive behavior, are considered excellent materials for achieving high specific capacitance [11]. Recently, various other metal oxides that are less expensive and abundant in nature have been investigated [12]. Other composites containing RuO2 and carbon materials, such as carbon, carbon aerogels, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and carbon nanofibers, have been intensively studied as supercapacitor materials [13,14]. Titanium oxide (TiO2) has been found to be one viable alternative. Titanium nanotubes are obtained by alkaline hydrothermal treatment [15,16]. TiO2 is a good dielectric material and exhibits faradaic capacitance. Activated carbon (AC) has high specific surface area, good electrochemical stability, good conductivity, and high super capacity life cycle [17]. The combination of high surface area of AC and the large specific capacity of TiO2 forms a composite material with the properties of faradaic capacitance of the metal oxide and the double-layer capacitance of the AC [18].

In this study, we develop these composite materials by adding CNTs into electrodes. CNTs have the same behavior as AC but are better in terms of conductivity [19]. Electrodes that have been made to form TiO2, AC, and CNTs with different ratios are measured using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method.

**Experiment**

Composites made of commercial AC and TiO2 (Sigma Aldrich) with additional multi-walled CNTs were fabricated. These materials were made into four compositions, the mass fractions of which are given in Table 1.

The subsequent step was testing the four samples using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the composition of their morphology. Then, the samples were made into slurry using a conductive solution of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which had been previously dissolved in a dimethylacetamide solution with a 1:15 ratio.

PVDF was prepared by heating it to a temperature of 50-80 °C while stirring for approximately 15-45 min. The PVDF solution was dripped slowly on the sample to form slurry that coats an aluminum foil. The coated aluminum foil was then dried and made into a double-electrode capacitance, which was divided by the Celgard separator and then later measured by EIS.

**Table 1. Mass Fractions of TiO2, CNT, and AC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Mass Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>TiO2+AC</td>
<td>23.3% + 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>TiO2+CNT+AC</td>
<td>23.3% + 7% + 63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>TiO2+CNT+AC</td>
<td>23.3% + 14% + 56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>TiO2+CNT+AC</td>
<td>23.3% + 21% + 49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. SEM Images (A) TiO2/AC with Mass Fractions of 23.3%:70% (without CNT) and (B) TiO2/CNT/AC with Mass Fractions of 23.3%:21%:70%**
As indicated in Table 1, the composite powders of TiO$_2$/CNT/AC were analyzed for their morphological characteristics using SEM (JEOL JED 2300 analyzer). This test was conducted to confirm the presence of each material and determine its distribution. Before the SEM analysis was performed, the sample was milled for 30 min. The SEM images are presented in Figure 1.

**Results and Discussion**

In Figure 1, the SEM image shows that each material exists. Figure 1a illustrates the presence of AC in the form of chunks of black coral. TiO$_2$ is also visible, and some of it is covered by AC. In Figure 1b, sample D shows the presence of AC, TiO$_2$, and CNTs in the form of long fibers. This observation proves that the composite powder does not experience any phase change. However, the image indicates that the mixing was uneven and therefore caused low homogeneity.

To minimize this heterogeneity, the composites were coated onto a 200 μm-thick aluminum foil substrate. Once dry, this substrate formed a circular double electrode. These double electrodes were divided by the Celgard separator and wetted into the Na$_2$SO$_4$ electrolyte.

The EIS method was used to measure the conductance and capacitance of this electrode. The Hioki 3522 LCR meter works at a frequency range of 0.1-100,000 Hz. The results of these measurements yielded values of the real ($Z'$) and imaginary ($Z''$) impedances.

These values were then represented in the Nyquist plot, which was used to analyze conductivity and capacitance. The Nyquist plot results are shown in Figure 2 for all samples. In the double-electrode measurements, the equivalent circuit that appears can be described as a simple parallel similar to a Randles cell. Therefore, the

---

**Figure 2. Nyquist Plot of the Double-Layer Composite of TiO$_2$/CNT/AC at A 0.1–100,000 Hz Frequency Range. The Mass Fractions are (a) Sample A, (b) Sample B, (c) Sample C, and (d) Sample D**
equivalence of this circuit is always in semicircle form in the Cartesian coordinate.

Figure 3. Graphical Representation of One Semicircle in a Parallel Circuit

The semi-circle in Figure 3 can be determined from one simple parallel circuit of a capacitor–resistor. The semicircle on the Nyquist plot can explain the charge transfer or polarization resistance that occurs in the electrode, where the resistance of an element is produced from the point of intersection at the x-axis (real impedance). The beginning of the semicircle line (left-intercept of Z'' at the Z' axis) represents the resistance (Rs) of the electrolyte in contact with the current collector and electrode. The termination of the semicircle line (right-intercept of Z'' at the Z' axis) represents the internal resistance (Rp) of the electrode. The diameter of the semicircle (Rp–Rs) is equal to the R_{tot} value. The values of R_{tot} for all the samples determined from the data in Figure 2 are listed in Table 2.

As resistance is the inverse of conductance, the value of conductivity (\(\sigma\)) can be obtained using Equation (1).

\[
\sigma = \frac{I}{AR_{tot}} \tag{1}
\]

where \(A\) is the area of the electrode and \(l\) is the thickness of the electrodes. Electrical conductivity is expressed in units of 1/Ωm (mho/m) or in Siemens/m (S/m). Bulk resistance (R_{bulk}) is obtained from the plot (Figure 3) by extrapolating the resultant graph into the semicircle.

Treating the four samples of the Nyquist graph in Figure 2 in the same way reveals the conductivity of TiO_{2}/CNT/AC as given in Table 2.

Table 2 shows an increasing trend in conductivity with the increase in CNT concentration. The resistance value generated in sample A (without CNTs) is large at 2280.74Ω.

Resistance values gradually decrease (conductivity gradually increases) when the concentration of CNTs increases by 7%, 14%, and 21%. When these concentrations are plotted into a graph (Figure 4), the influence of CNTs significantly increases its contribution to electrode conductivity.

Nyquist plots can also be used to calculate capacitance. Capacitance can be calculated from the value of imaginary impedance (Z'') and the maximum working frequency on the impedance. By ignoring the small value of inductance and capacitance, C is assumed to be ideal. Therefore, capacitance C can be written as Equation (2).

\[
C = \frac{1}{2\pi fZ_{\text{im,max}}} \tag{2}
\]

where C is capacitance in units of farads and frequency f is in hertz. Equation (2) shows that capacitance is strongly influenced by the magnitude and frequency of imaginary impedance.

Sample A (without CNTs) exhibits only one semicircle, with a maximum curvature of the imaginary impedance at 847 Ω at a frequency of 0.4 Hz. With the addition of CNTs, the maximum imaginary impedance decreases. Sample B, which has a 7% CNT concentration, shows a maximum imaginary impedance that decreases to 800 Ω.
at 0.8 Hz. These results are in contrast to those of samples C (CNT 14%) and D (CNTs 21%), which exhibit Table 3. Maximum Capacitance of TiO$_2$/CNT/AC Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>$C_{DL}$ (F)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>$C_{SP}$ (F/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (0% CNTs)</td>
<td>$0.26 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (7% CNTs)</td>
<td>$0.24 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (14% CNTs)</td>
<td>$1.39 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (21% CNTs)</td>
<td>$2.78 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an impedance of 154 $\Omega$ and 34.2 $\Omega$, respectively. Therefore, if the imaginary impedance is small, capacitance increases, especially if the frequency bandwidth is not adequate.

As the samples are in a double layer, Equation (2) can be represented as a capacitance double-layer value. To obtain a specific capacitance for each gram, we use Equation (3):

$$C_{DL} = \frac{mC_p}{2}$$  (3)

Equation (3) can also be used to determine the capacitance of an Electric Double Layer Capacitor (EDLC) because $C_{DL}$ is already known from Equation (2), and the specific capacitance ($C_{SP}$) can be calculated. The results of this specific capacitance calculation are presented in Table 3.

In the frequency range of 0.1-100,000 Hz, the highest capacitance is obtained for the CNT sample with the highest mass fraction (21%) at the lowest frequency of (0.1 Hz). Capacitance at this frequency reaches 5.56 F/g. The lowest capacitance value at the same frequency is 0.03 F/g with no additional CNTs. These results are far from the expected ones. However, the use of other methods, such as performing the pre-treatment procedure of CNTs or employing microwave heating, may obtain a better value of greater than 100 F/g [18, 20].

**Conclusion**

Supercapacitor electrodes made of TiO$_2$/CNT/AC composites are investigated using the EIS. The addition of CNTs with mass concentrations of 0%, 7%, 14%, and 21% indicates that the high-performance supercapacitors exhibited by the samples have high conductivity, with the largest CNT concentration at 21%. Moreover, the increase in CNTs also leads to a large capacitance. The TiO$_2$/CNT/AC nanocomposite can be a potential candidate for supercapacitor electrodes because of its efficiency, low cost, and simple methodology.
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